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        UK data watchdog assessing Kate’s medical record breach claim    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                LONDON (Reuters) – Britain’s data watchdog said it was looking into a report that staff at the hospital where Kate, Princess of Wales, underwent abdominal surgery in January, had attempted to access her private health records. The report in the Daily Mirror said managers at The London Clinic, where King Charles was also treated in…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: UK data watchdog assessing Kate’s medical record breach claim        
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        Giving away apples, Polish farmers stage more food protests    
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                WARSAW (Reuters) – Polish farmers were planning more than 500 road blockades on Wednesday to protest against cheap food imports from Ukraine and the European Union’s climate policy. Footage from private broadcaster TVN24 showed farmers carrying Polish flags and obstructing a road in the southern city of Katowice while handing apples to passers-by. “We want…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: Giving away apples, Polish farmers stage more food protests        
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        UK inflation cools by slightly more than expected in February    
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                LONDON (Reuters) -British inflation cooled in February by slightly more than economists and the Bank of England expected, according to data on Wednesday that could give the central bank more confidence that it can cut interest rate cuts in the coming months. Consumer prices rose by a slightly weaker-than-expected 3.4% in annual terms in February,…            
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        It’s a boy! Athens zoo welcomes birth of rare pygmy hippo    
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                ATHENS (Reuters) – A rare and endangered pygmy hippopotamus has been born in Athens’ Attica Zoological Park for the first time in 10 years, delighting conservationists. A lack of male pygmy hippos in captivity had complicated breeding efforts, so zoo staff were “absolutely thrilled” the baby was a boy, Noi Psaroudaki, the zoo’s wildlife veterinarian,…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: It’s a boy! Athens zoo welcomes birth of rare pygmy hippo        
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        FTSE 100 dips in run-up to Fed verdict; UK inflation softens    
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                (Reuters) – London’s FTSE 100 opened lower on Wednesday, as investors remained cautious ahead of the Federal Reserve’s decision later in the day, with softer-than-expected domestic inflation data cementing bets of interest rate cuts this year from the Bank of England. The blue chip FTSE 100 slipped 0.1% as of 0817 GMT, as markets keenly…            
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        UK regulator proposes further cuts to Heathrow charges    
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                LONDON (Reuters) – Britain’s aviation regulator said it could further reduce the fees charged by Heathrow Airport, the country’s largest hub, next year and in 2026, as it started a six week consultation on the matter. The Civil Aviation Authority said on Wednesday that it could potentially lower by 6% the proposed cap on passenger…            
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        EU court says ex-F1 driver Mazepin must be taken off Russia sanction list    
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                PARIS (Reuters) – The EU’s General Court on Wednesday handed a win to Russian former F1 driver Nikita Mazepin, who sought to overturn EU sanctions imposed against him as part of the bloc’s response to Russia’s war in Ukraine. “The family connection with his father, Russian businessperson Dmitry Mazepin, is not sufficient for him to…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: EU court says ex-F1 driver Mazepin must be taken off Russia sanction list        
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        EQT’s Skincare Firm Galderma Sets Terms for $2.6 Billion IPO    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Skincare company Galderma Group AG set the price range for a 2.3 billion Swiss-franc ($2.6 billion) initial public offering, in what would be the largest listing in Europe since that of Porsche AG in 2022. The shares are being marketed at 49 to 53 Swiss francs apiece through March 20, the EQT AB-backed…            
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        Ukrainian PM welcomes interim EU deal on farm imports    
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                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                KYIV (Reuters) – Ukrainian Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal welcomed an interim EU deal on farm imports as “good news” on Wednesday, saying it would allow Ukraine to support its producers and maintain its export levels. The provisional agreement would grant Ukrainian food producers tariff-free access to EU markets until June 2025, with new limits imposed…            
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        UBS Has Better Business Mix Than Morgan Stanley, JPMorgan Says    
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                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — UBS Group AG’s more diversified wealth management exposure and business mix makes it more attractive than US peer Morgan Stanley, according to analysts at JPMorgan Chase & Co.  While both firms are forecast to generate about 60% of earnings from asset-gathering businesses in 2027, JPMorgan analyst Kian Abouhossein said the Swiss bank has…            
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        Spar of S. Africa Focuses on Home Market After Poland Exit    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
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                (Bloomberg) — Spar Group Ltd., South Africa’s second-largest grocer by revenue, plans to cut debt and focus on its home market after exiting Poland this year.  The company, which is in talks to restructure its obligations, expects withdrawing from the loss-making Polish unit will free up about 500 million rand ($27 million) of earnings a…            
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        ‘Magnificent Seven’ Power AI-Driven Stock Rebound: Markets Wrap    
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                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Tech giants led gains in stocks at the start of a week that will bring a raft of central-bank decisions from the US to England and Japan. Equities rebounded from a recent pullback, with megacaps outpacing the broader market. Alphabet Inc. jumped as Bloomberg News reported Apple Inc. is in talks to build…            
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        Swiss Watchdog Needs Power to Cut Bank Bonuses, Ex-CEO Angehrn Says    
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                (Bloomberg) — Switzerland’s financial regulator Finma should have the power to rein in bank bonuses if the country wants to prevent future crises, its former chief executive officer said Tuesday. Finma needs to be able to exert “influence over the compensation architecture and individual, let’s say, bonus pool decisions of the large banks,” Urban Angehrn…            
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        BOJ Watchers Look to European Road Map After Move From Subzero    
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                (Bloomberg) — Now that Bank of Japan Governor Kazuo Ueda has scrapped negative interest rates and the yield curve control program, the experience of Europe may offer investors clues on where things are heading. The European Central Bank and some continental peers have also moved out of subzero territory in the last couple of years…            
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        Swiss Government Cuts Its Inflation Forecast to 1.5% This Year    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — Switzerland’s government cuts its inflation forecast owing to weaker price growth at the start of the year, a piece of evidence that could support an earlier-than-expected cut from the central bank this week. Consumer prices will grow at an annual 1.5% in 2024, down from 1.9% in its prior forecast, the State Secretariat…            
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        Swiss Rate-Cut Curve Ball Can’t Be Ignored as Banks Turn Against the Franc    

    
        
                            
                    
                        This content was published on                    
                    
                        Mar 20, 2024                    
                
                        
                (Bloomberg) — A handful of banks expect Switzerland’s policymakers will go against forecasts and cut interest rates in their first decision of the year. Economists at Barclays Plc, Citigroup Inc., Julius Baer & Co Ltd. and others are among the few predicting the Swiss National Bank will deliver a reduction aimed at safeguarding the economy…            
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        SNB Chief Exits After Decade of Market and Bank Drama    
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                (Bloomberg) — Thomas Jordan will leave the Swiss National Bank later this year after more than a decade as president, ending an era where his institution was at the heart of currency and banking turmoil that rippled around the world. Switzerland’s longest-serving central bank chief since World War II, the 61-year-old native of Biel in…            
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        How the Bank of Japan’s plan for a smooth stimulus exit stumbled    
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                By Leika Kihara, Takahiko Wada and Mariko Katsumura TOKYO (Reuters) – The Bank of Japan’s strategy for an orderly exit from years of massive stimulus unraveled on an overcast day in December when Governor Kazuo Ueda and two deputies gathered at the bank’s Tokyo headquarters. Inflation was slowing more than expected, complicating the central bank’s…            
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        SNB’s Balance Sheet Is Just Too Big for Comfort, OECD Warns    
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                (Bloomberg) — The Swiss National Bank’s large balance sheet “raises risks and challenges” that officials should take care to navigate, according to the OECD.  The size of the central bank’s assets hoard, which has more than tripled since 2010 to about 105% of gross domestic product, means it’s vulnerable to very large losses, the Paris-based…            
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        EU agrees new limits on Ukraine farm imports    
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                BRUSSELS (Reuters) -The European Union reached a provisional agreement on Wednesday to grant Ukrainian food producers tariff-free access to its markets until June 2025, albeit with new limits on imports of grains. The European Commission proposed in January to suspend duties and quotas on Ukrainian farm produce for a further year, with an “emergency brake”…            
        
    

    
        
            Read more: EU agrees new limits on Ukraine farm imports        
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